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Q41. What are two results of utilizing a fragmented security model? (Choose two.)

*  Individual components pieced together to meet requirements.

*  Decreased visibility and limited understand of security coverage.

*  Reduced malicious file risk through additional segmentation.

*  Decreased network accessibility through multiple applications.

*  Increased identity controls.

Q42. Which two options are products and benefits of the mobile threat-centric solution? (Choose two)

*  automated policy enforcement with ASAv

*  software-defined segmentation through TrustSec

*  enforced device security policies with Meraki

*  enhanced control access with ISE and Cloudlock
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*  device phishing protection through AMP

Q43. Which three options are cloud security products? (Choose three)

*  Meraki

*  Cloudlock

*  NGFW

*  Investigate

*  Web Security Appliance

*  Umbrella

Q44. Which two products are involved in granting safe access to apps? (Choose two.)

*  ACI

*  Identify Services Engine

*  TrustSec

*  Duo

*  SD-Access

Q45. Which option describes how partners can help customers using their unique relationship with Cisco aswad-winning resources

and support?

*  Be the first to receive new innovations

*  Take advantage of incentives programs

*  Access 24-hour support around the word

*  Earn higher margins on each deal sold

Q46. Which attribute does Cisco Talos possess?

*  ability to detect threats across all layers of defense

*  third-party applications integrated through comprehensive APIs

*  real-time threat intelligence

*  detection of threats communicated within 24 hours of occurrence

*  blocks threats in real time

Q47. Which two options are issues that customers with compliance standards issues are dealing with?

(Choose two)

*  Device incompatibility

*  Lack of access policies

*  Malware attacks

*  Email exposure

*  Inconsistent oversight

Q48. Which two products are involved in discovering, classifying, and verifying profiles? (Choose two.)

*  Advanced Malware Protection

*  Identity Services Engine

*  Industrial Network Director

*  Cisco Security Connector

*  Duo

Q49. Which ISR appliance do you use if your customer is a small business that requires integrated switching and routing and WAN

redundancy?

*  FirePower 8000 secirs
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*  Cisco 4000 Series ISR

*  Cisco 800 Series ISR

*  FirePower 7000 Series

*  FirePower 2100 Series

Q50. Which two products empower customers to create secure next-gen networks? (Choose two.)

*  AMP

*  ISE

*  ACI

*  SD-Access

*  MFA

Q51. Which two options drive successful business outcomes for customers? (Choose two)

*  Endpoint visibility

*  Enhanced visibility

*  Comprehensive threat protection

*  Hardend solutions

*  Firewall protection

Q52. Which network security product provides a unified image on an intuitive interface?

*  Next-Generation Intrusion Prevention System

*  Advanced Malware Protection

*  Cloudlock

*  Firepower Threat Defense

Q53. Which two options drive successful business outcomes for customers? (Choose two)

*  Endpoint visibility

*  Enhanced visibility

*  Comprehensive threat protection

*  Hardend solutions

*  Firewall protection

Q54. Which two products are involved in discovering, classifying, and verifying profiles? (Choose two.)

*  Advanced Malware Protection

*  Identity Services Engine

*  Industrial Network Director

*  Cisco Security Connector

*  Duo

Q55. What does remote access use to verify identity?

*  MFA

*  Remote Access VPN

*  Agents

*  AMP for Endpoints
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